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Tactic

From a tactical point of view, this technique is used when 
the opponent is very close during an impact or attacks 
the chest protector from a close distance. In this case, if 
the defender counters Technical variation “4” supported 
on his/her front leg, he/she will have calculated the 
distance wrong and his/her kick will hit further back 
(behind the opponent) and certainly behind the target 
area (helmet).

6.    Jumping Bandal Dollyo chagi with 
simultaneous retreat

Moving force-push is applied exclusively to the back 
kicking leg, rendering the kick extremely powerful due 
to the energy reserves that momentarily accumulate. 
Centre of gravity during shuffle is shifted to the back 
leg and outside the support base during the kick. 
The body must be leans back. Bandal Dollyo chagi is 
executed as the athlete is simultaneously retreating. This 
way, the athlete can find the right distance and do so 
with increased force, speed, and efficiency.

In the event of a preceding retreat step (i.e., right leg 
forward, takes a step back and kicks), the kick becomes 
even faster and more powerful due to the initial 
momentum and pre-extension of the muscles that 
cause extra energy accumulation. There is no need for a 
high jump that will take up energy and speed, but a low 
jumping leg switch. The athlete owes to immediately 
return to a controlled “Fighting Stance” after Bandal 
Dollyo chagi to either continue the impact or protect 

him/herself against a potential attack by the opponent 
(Image 21.10.).

Tactic

From a tactical point of view, this technique is used when 
the opponent is very close during the evolution of an 
impact (i.e., clinching or even better, when the opponent 
attacks fast) so that any Bandal Dollyo chagi executed 
in the aforementioned ways (without a simultaneous 
retreat) will not have a chance of hitting the head.

7.   In-place jumping Bandal Dollyo chagi

This technique is easier to execute compared to the 
previous two Bandal Dollyo chagi (Techniques “5” & “6”). 
It requires jumping force which is applied equally 
to both legs. The kick is very powerful but requires 
a little more time due to the jump and noticeable 
energy-power loss. This means that excellent 
physical condition, flexibility and technical ability are 
prerequisites for executing such demanding techniques 
(Photo 1.).

Tactic

A sides from scoring five points, this technique can 
determine the outcome of a match through the 
disorganization it causes to the opponent’s thought, 
possible temporary dizziness, stress caused by the blow, 
emotional impairment, low spirit, knock down, or even a 
knock out (as any Bandal Dollyo chagi variation). These 
conditions affect the opponent in a very negative way 
and prevent him/her from continuing the match in the 
same way he/she did before receiving the blow.

The duration of the negative effect depends on the force 
of the blow itself. In any case, the opponent does not 
have the time to return to his/her former self until the 
round during which he/she has received the blow has 
ended. That means that our athlete must take advantage 
of any seconds left until the end of the round and follow 
a very aggressive tactic to increase score difference and 
ensure victory.

Common mistakes in every Bandal Dollyo chagi  
variation

•	 Support foot pivots less than 180o (usually 120o – 
140o). This way, the motion leg moves into the end Image 21.10.


